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Fun Ways to Teach Children How to Write the Letters of the Alphabet 
by Julie A. Daymut, M.A., CCC-SLP 

 One of the most exciting things preschoolers and kindergarteners learn is how to 
write the alphabet—and their own names! Correctly writing uppercase and lowercase 
letters requires visual skills, fine-motor skills such as hand grip, hand-eye coordination, 
good posture, focus…and practice! There are many fun ways to help a child learn to form 
the letters of the alphabet. Here are some “handy” tools and tips: 

• Chalk—Write a letter using chalk on the driveway or a chalkboard. Have the child 
trace your letter then try to write the letter by him/herself. To increase the difficulty, 
you can draw an outline of the letter by making small marks, such as dots, in the 
shape of the letter. Have the child connect the marks. 

• Sand table or the beach—Write a letter in wet or dry sand using your finger/hand or 
a stick. Have the child trace your letter and try writing the letter without assistance. 

• Dry beans, cereal, or pasta—Give the child a piece of paper with a “bubble letter” written or traced on it. Put 
glue inside the lines of the letter. Have the child fill in the letter by placing dry beans, cereal, or pasta on the glue. 
You can hang these up when they dry to create a letter wall or put them on the refrigerator. 

• Sandpaper—Use a die-cut machine to cut out (or trace and cut out) the alphabet on pieces of sandpaper. The 
child can trace the cutouts with his/her fingers to feel the shape of each letter.  

• Glitter, cinnamon, or sugar—Put a generous amount of glitter, cinnamon, or sugar on a baking sheet. Have 
the child write a letter with his/her finger. Let him/her “shake out” the letter after he/she writes it.  

• Air—Use large motions to “draw” a letter in the air with your finger/arm. Ask the child to mimic you. You can use 
hand-over-hand assistance (putting your hand over the child’s hand and moving together). 

• Dry-erase board—Have the child trace/write a letter on a dry-erase board. Use a different color for each letter. 

• Paint—Help the child paint a letter with finger paint or with a paintbrush. Use your foot as a fun alternative! 

• Cookies—Buy cookie cutters in the shapes of the letters of the alphabet. Make cookie dough, and then cut the 
dough with the cookie cutters. Help the child spell words such as “cat,” “Mom,” “Dad,” etc. with the baked cookies.  

• Highlighter—Use a highlighter to write the child’s name on a piece of paper. Have the child use a pencil to trace 
the letters. For a different approach, use black construction paper with light-colored chalk or with a marker or 
pen that writes on black paper. 
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The list of Super Duper® products below may be helpful when working with children who have special 
needs. Visit www.superduperinc.com and type in the item name or number in our search engine. Click the links be-
low to see the product description. 

Pre-Handwriting Fun Deck® Webber® Handwriting Paper CD-ROM 

Item #FD-119 Item #OTS-403 

Webber® Pre-Handwriting Quickies Fine Motor Fun Deck® 
Item #BKAQ-15 Item #FD-105 

Webber® Slant Board and Binder Photo Fine Motor Fun Deck® 
Item #OTS-225 Item #FDF-02 

Helpful Products 

http://sdwebdev:84/products/view.aspx?pid=FD119&lid=5C9DC43D
http://sdwebdev:84/products/view.aspx?pid=OTS403&lid=30EDDC5D
http://sdwebdev:84/products/view.aspx?pid=BKAQ15&lid=DBB2C3B8
http://sdwebdev:84/products/view.aspx?pid=FD105&lid=927A87E1
http://sdwebdev:84/products/view.aspx?pid=OTS225&lid=3D236490
http://sdwebdev:84/products/view.aspx?pid=FDF02&lid=C346A90E

